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“Divergent” hits theaters Friday with
the pre-release buzz positioning it
as the successor to “The Hunger

Games.” Those are heavy expectations, and
based on initial reviews, the adaptation of
Veronica Roth’s bestselling young adult novel
labors under the weight. Many critics have yet
to chime in on the film, so the consensus
could shift, but initial reviews for the picture
are unkind, with many arguing that the film
suffers in comparison to other futuristic fables.
Currently, the film holds a 17 percent “rotten”
rating on Rotten Tomatoes.

“Divergent” features rising star Shailene
Woodley as Tris, a young woman who finds
out that she will not fit into her dystopian
society. It’s a view of the future in which peo-
ple are cordoned-off based on their virtues
and personality traits. The picture, directed by
Neil Burger (“Limitless”), co-stars Kate Winslet
and Theo James. The film may be review-
proof; box office tracking is strong for the pic-
ture and the film is widely expected to domi-
nate theaters when it opens Friday.

In TheWrap, Alonso Duralde groused that
he suffered from a profound feeling of deja vu.
The film’s premise and vision of an unforgiving
future is cribbed from too many better movies
and books, he argued. “When Shakespeare
rejiggered ‘Pyramus and Thisbe,’ it was 80 or so
years after its first translation into English,”
Duralde wrote. “It’s a classier move than steal-
ing from characters whose ink is barely dry on
the page.”

It’s all preamble, Variety’s Andrew Barker
carped. The film exists as a launching pad for
future sequels, instead of as a standalone
movie. “...Divergent’s’ uncertain sense of set-
ting, bloated plot, drab visual style and solid
yet underwhelming lead turns from Shailene
Woodley and Theo James don’t necessarily
make the best case for series newcomers,”
Barker wrote. “Fans of the books will turn out
for what should be a very profitable opening
weekend, but with future installments already
on the release calendar, the film’s B.O. tea
leaves will surely be read with care.”

Forbes’ Scott Mendelson was more charita-
ble, praising Woodley’s “terrific” lead perform-
ance and the film’s creation of a genuinely
compelling heroine. Yet, he too faulted the
picture for being exposition-laden. It’s all fore-

play, he seemed to gripe. “Considering there
are only three books in the series, spending
nearly a full film on what amounts to an origin
story is a little frustrating. In that sense, it’s less
‘Batman Begins’ and more Ridley Scott’s ‘Robin
Hood,’” Mendelson wrote.

Dull imagination
I t ’s all a bit dull,  lamented Screen

International’s Tim Grierson in a tepid assess-
ment of the picture’s demerits. “It’s not that
‘Divergent’ doesn’t have any provocative
ideas,” he wrote. “Though somewhat generi-
cally executed, the film bemoans society’s
encouragement of conformity and even works
in a commentary about the evils of genocide.
But because its thematic content mostly feels
second-hand, ‘Divergent’ doesn’t stir the imag-
ination.”

Though many critics bemoaned the film’s
similarity to “The Hunger Games” and “Ender’s
Game,” others praised its performances and
adherence to its source material. The
Huffington Post’s Lisa Parkin said fans of the
novel will love what Burger and company
pulled off, while praising the casting of
Woodley and James.

“I think book fans and dystopia lovers alike
will be thrilled with this adaptation,” she
wrote. “The ‘Divergent’ movie truly captures
the spirit, adventure and excitement of the
book, and I cannot wait to see again once it’s
out.” Todd Gilchrist was less caffeinated in his
IndieWire review of the film, knocking it for
being overly long. But he did credit it with
being the second-best adaptation of a young
adult favorite after “The Hunger Games.”

“Using Veronica Roth’s dystopian future
as the foundation for a story of self-actual-
ization, Burger succeeds in aping the cool
proficiency of its obvious cinematic prede-
cessor, ‘The Hunger Games,’ unfortunately
without elevating Roth’s concept to more
than an effective if slightly overwrought aca-
demic exercise,” Gilchrist wrote. Of course,
critics hated the “Twilight” films too, and
audiences didn’t seem to care. Box office
success can be the best revenge. — Reuters

‘Divergent’ : Is it as good
as ‘Hunger Games’?

Japanese college student Keiko Tsuji, 20, smiles after winning Miss Japan for the 2014 Miss Universe Beauty Pageant in Tokyo
yesterday. Forty-three Japanese women took part in the beauty pageant. — AFP

The latest offering from pop goddess
Kylie Minogue is like a narcotic disco
dream, slightly confused about the time-

space continuum, yet very delightful. With her
12th studio album - her first after 

signing with Jay Z’s Roc Nation manage-
ment - Minogue attempts to keep her crown
in the dance kingdom - and succeeds - when
she’s not trying too hard to upgrade to today’s
trends. Australian wunderkind Sia, who has
written for Rihanna, Beyonce and Britney
Spears, co-executive produced this tiny gem
of dance floor anthems and sex-crazed tunes.
When three out of 11 tracks have the word
“sex” in their titles, you know what the album
is going for - the antechamber to the bed-
room of music.

Minogue excels on songs that are pure
bubblegum fun. The Pharrell-penned spring-
in-one’s step “I Was Gonna Cancel,” the vaguely
familiar “Sexy Love,” the casually dance-induc-

ing “Feels So Good” and the beguilingly ‘80s
throwback title track bring back a rash of
dance memories from Minogue’s golden days
circa 2001 with the addictive hits “Can’t Get
You Out of My Head” and “Love at First Sight.”
Sia’s writing contribution to the fun is the
aggressively erotic “Sexercize,” a bass-heavy
baller of a song that slithers all over your ears
and proves that Minogue can deftly rap.
Another laidback come-on is the enjoyable
“Les Sex.” The bug in this sextra intoxicating
party cocktail is the misguided attempt at a
ballad: an irritating duet with Enrique Iglesias’
computer-flavored vocals on “Beautiful.” Just
stick to what you do best, kids, separately. You
can’t force love on a player of an album.-AP

Review: Minogue’s album 
goes way past 1st base

This photo released by Summit Entertainment, LLC shows Zoe Kravitz, left, as Christina and Shailene
Woodley as Beatrice ‘Tris’ Prior, in the film, ‘Divergent.’ The movie releases Friday, March 21, 2014. — AP

This CD cover image released by Warner
Bros Records shows ‘Kiss Me Once,’ by
Kylie Minogue. — AP

Guillaume Canet’s attempt to do a Sidney Lumet flatlines
in “Blood Ties”, an anemic drama about a family split,
defined by one brother being a cop, the other a crimi-

nal. A remake of the 2008 French release “Les Liens du Sang”
(“Rivals”), which co-starred Canet as the policeman, this ver-
sion’s bloat only spotlights the more crucial problem of a lack
of energy and internal turmoil in the main characters. The
impressive cast makes this French-financed New York 1974-set
production watchable but it’s too inert to catch on commer-
cially.

It takes Canet, who scored an international hit as a director
in 2006 with “Tell No One,” 40 minutes longer to tell the same
story than it did Jacques Maillot in the original, and there’s no
reason for it, other than perhaps the ambition to make a qua-
si-epic fabric film thick with period atmosphere and character
depth. The ‘70s recreation is reasonable but the characters
never register beyond the surfaces of the scenes despite
being equipped with long-festering resentments and
grudges.

When big, tough Chris (Clive Owen) is released after serv-
ing 12 years in prison for a revenge killing, he’s welcomed
warmly by sister Marie (Lili Taylor), as a favorite son by his ail-
ing dad (James Caan) and warily by younger brother Frank
(Billy Crudup), an upstanding policeman who’s been prevailed
upon to put him up. Chris toes the line for a while with a
menial job at an auto shop, where he takes up with the come-
ly accountant Natalie (Mila Kunis), adding insult to injury to his
ex-wife Monica (Marion Cotillard), who’s now a hooker on
drugs.

For Frank’s part, he broke up with Vanessa (Zoe Saldana)
some years back but seems irked by her relationship with
brutish lowlife Scarfo (Matthias Schoenaerts). When the latter
is thrown back in the slammer, Frank and Vanessa unpersua-
sively reunite, which promises trouble once Scarfo gets out.
Nothing very dramatic happens in “Blood Ties” for nearly an
hour, too long for what’s clearly announced at the outset as a
criminal saga that will explode into action and violence at
some point. For such pent-up emotions to register com-

pellingly onscreen requires actors who can externalize their
internal pressure cooker personalities without necessarily ver-
balizing what ails them. At least in this instance, Crudup can’t
convey what’s going on inside of him; Frank seems pained and
annoyed by his father and brother but in a boringly victimized
way.

When Chris finally gives up the feeble pretense to going
straight, his return to crime is heartlessly brutal. His second
job, a successful heist, unintentionally puts Frank in an unten-
able position that severely tests his moral fiber and guts. Then
it’s Chris who gets the chance to show what he’s really made
of in the climactic sequence at crowded Grand Central Station
that lacks the desired impact both because it seems so dra-
matically unlikely and because audience conviction in the
relationships is lacking.

Stunning women
The unexpected casting of Owen as a Brooklyn gangster

proves acceptable enough; the actor has the physical bearing
to lord it over everyone else here and he makes the man’s cal-
lousness credible. Caan has some good moments as the dying
dad who appreciates toughness over sensitivity, while
Schoenaerts perhaps comes closest of the nationally diverse
cast members to delivering as a hot-headed New York trouble-
maker.

Having women as stunning and talented as Kunis, Saldana
and Cotillard in the cast is an asset for obvious reasons and a
liability in that it’s hard to believe the marginal guys in this
working class world could manage such luck. “Blood Ties,” a
Roadside Attractions release, is rated R by the Motion Picture
Association of America for “violence, pervasive language,
some sexual content and brief drug use.” Running time: 128
minutes. MPAA rating definition for R: Restricted. Under 17
requires accompanying parent or adult guardian. — AP

‘Blood Ties’ long and anemic

ALos Angeles judge on Monday ordered
R&B singer Chris Brown to remain in jail at
least until a probation violation hearing

next month after the judge expressed concern
about his ability to stay out of trouble. Brown, 24,
was arrested last Friday when he was dismissed
from a Malibu, California, rehabilitation facility,
triggering a violation of the singer’s court-
ordered treatment related to his 2009 assault of
his then-girlfriend, the singer Rihanna.

The singer’s probation violation hearing is
scheduled for April 23 and is complicated by a
misdemeanor assault case he faces in
Washington, DC on April 17. Brown was dis-
missed from the rehab center for violating four

in-house rules, including inappropriately touch-
ing a female client on the elbow, initially refusing
a drug test and making a provocative statement,
Los Angeles County Superior Court Judge James
Brandlin said.

Brown told a group session at the rehab cen-
ter that “I am good at using guns and knives,” the
judge said, reading from a report filed by the
center, saying this was troubling. “I have con-
cerns about his inability to stay out of trouble,”

Brandlin said before ordering Brown held with-
out bail, departing from a pattern of giving
Brown the benefit of the doubt as long as he
remained in rehab.

Brown, dressed in a bright orange jumpsuit
after spending the weekend at Los Angeles
County’s aging Men’s Central Jail, was led out of
the courtroom in handcuffs as his mother Joyce
Hawkins sobbed. “None of these things rises to
the level, in my humble opinion, to be remand-
ed into custody,” argued Brown’s attorney, Mark
Geragos, whose request to have the singer
change into a gray suit he had brought for him
was denied. “He has the current prospect of sit-
ting on ice for six weeks, which is longer than the
standard probation violation,” Geragos added.

Duet delayed
The attorney had argued that extraditing

Brown to Washington for his trial would been a
long and costly process. He warned that the
Washington case could be delayed if Brown was
not able to attend. Los Angeles Deputy District
Attorney Mary Murray opposed Brown’s release.
Her department has repeatedly asked the court
to jail Brown for alleged violations of probation,
including cutting corners on community service.

Brown’s jailing is another mark on a growing
rap sheet for the singer, who has so far been able
to maintain wide popularity for his music
despite a poor image that has included his beat-
ing of Rihanna on the eve of the 2009 Grammys
and several altercations. The release of the
singer’s upcoming duet, “Don’t Be Gone Too
Long,” with 20-year-old Nickelodeon star Ariana
Grande has also been delayed in the wake of
Brown’s jailing, Grande said on Twitter on
Monday. Brandlin had initially sentenced Brown
to 90 days in the treatment program in
November following his assault arrest in
Washington where he allegedly punched and
broke the nose of a man who was trying to get a
picture with him.—Reuters

Judge orders singer Chris
Brown to stay in jail

This image released by Roadside Attractions shows Matthias Schoenaerts, left, and Zoe Saldana in a scene from ‘Blood Ties.’—AP

R&B singer Chris Brown, left, appears in Los Angeles
Superior Court with his attorney Mark Geragos, on
Monday, March 17, 2014. — AP


